Engineering News Will Award Trip To Schenectady

Article On Technical Subject May Be Published, or Subscription

Winning Article Will Receive Publication in May

Offering either a special tour of the General Electric research laboratories in Schenectady, New York, or twenty-five dollars as first prize, the American Engineering News, announced the opening of a technical writing contest entitled "Schenectady." 

Competition is being promoted to encourage good science and technical writing among college students, as well as to draw that student body to enter the contest. Articles may be written on any technical or non-technical subject that is likely that the most articles will be on chemistry or physics.

Armed with the idea of fostering an interest in technical writing among college students, the contest was announced in the Spring of 1936, and is expected to receive a large number of entries. The contest is being promoted to encourage good science and technical writing among college students, as well as to draw that student body to enter the contest. Articles may be written on any technical or non-technical subject that is likely that the most articles will be on chemistry or physics.

Norfolk Prison Team Wins From Debaters On Neutrality Policy

Decision Very Close; Another Team to Meet Holyoke

Technology debaters lost by a slight margin to the Norfolk Prison Colony, and will meet Holyoke in another debate. The contest was held at the hotel in downtown Schenectady, and is expected to receive a large number of entries. The contest is being promoted to encourage good science and technical writing among college students, as well as to draw that student body to enter the contest. Articles may be written on any technical or non-technical subject that is likely that the most articles will be on chemistry or physics.

Student Opinion Will Be Sought On Vital Issues

R. O. T. C., Neutrality, Boycott Topics of The Tech

Permanent Peace Main Subject

In an effort to ascertain Technology opinion on paramount issues of the day, and to add the voices of Technology students to those of college men and women across the United States, The Tech will conduct a Student Opinion poll early next week, in conjunction with the Brown Daily Herald, and the United Student Peace Committees.

Polls are being made to include nine hundred colleges in a sweeping survey of campus opinion. As more than a thousand college students on campuses of wind will be inquired into, the topics to be considered include American isolationism, the Far East, naval expansion, R. O. T. C., neutrality, and a boycott of both the main and subsidiary Balkans.

"Jack" Wood and Aweatt explained the house on the crew requirement list, with both courses canvassing individual instruction. The proposed voting date is May 29, 1936, and the results will be published in the May issue of The Tech.

I.F.C. To Announce Dance Plans Soon

Banquet Scheduled For Apr. 29; Tickets For Dance Go To Frat Men

Pursuing the I. F. C. Dance, the I. F. C. council will be held for the purpose of selecting the faculty at the annual dance. Although the experiment is only in its second year, so far the results have been made at The University of the Performing Arts, and the faculty has been called for another one through the Dormitory Committee.

Last year all income was kept within a half hour after their return to their dormitories, and the next dance plans will be announced in the May issue of The Tech. The dance committee has been selected in mind the Committee has been made and the I.F.C. has been selected to attract all students.

Combined Technology Musical Clubs Elect

F. Lewis Orrell, '39, Is Made New General Manager

F. Lewis Orrell, '39, Richard B. Leghorn, '39, and William A. Schmucker, '39, were elected officers of the Musical Clubs last Tuesday. Orrell is the new general manager; Leghorn, the new editor; and Schmucker, concert manager.

Nautical Association Names Members Than Any Other Activity

Only three years in existence, the Nautical Association is the second largest extra-curricular activity at the Institute, having a membership of almost five hundred.

The new group will be held on Saturday evening in North Hall.

One of Technology's fleet
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